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Abstract 

WSN stands for wireless Sensor Network. It is infra less architecture of Network. It has numerous distributions 

of sensor nodes. There are several sensing devices that can be used to communicate with each other in a 

Network. In the Network, each sensing nodes has unique number for communication. In this we will discuss 

on the issues that occurred during transmission in WSN. As we know that energy efficiency is the common 

operation challenge. In this we can used clustering based approach to save the energy of nodes. In this we used 

routing protocols to save the energy before node die.  There are some routing protocols such as Leach, leach 

FL, Pegasis, Teen .There are also few AI techniques that is used for clustering approach.  

 

Introduction 

WSN is a wireless network. In this type of network , each node can be communicate with each other with the 

help of nodes. It change according to its connection. It is infra-less connection. There is no centralised 

authority. There are no security of data or information. Its structure is not static it is dynamic change structure 

of nodes . it is used in military areas, personal area , as Bluetooth. Its advantages are lower cost, self 

establishment , self configuration.  There are some issue of this network such as ; nature of nodes, energy 

consumption, coverage region, scalability, quality of service. Its objectives are to identify the cluster based 

objective. (2) to find optimal solution for energy efficiency. Its applications are battlefield, air pressure, 

temperature, Nosie level, patient . agriculture and IOT. 

 

Background study 

WSN stands for Wireless Sensor Network. it consists several sensor nodes that has unique number for 

transmission of data. As we know that there are sensor nodes that used for communicate with each other. It is 

infra- less architecture.  There are several issues in this network like energy consumption, limited bandwidth, 

limited storage and stability of nodes. Energy efficiency is the main issue in network. sensor node has limited 

energy . nodes will die easily after finish its energy. If we used routing protocols, than we can easily increase 

the life. Energy will increased by routing protocols such as Leach, Pegasis, Leach-FL, Teen, Gear, GPRS etc.  

leach is the oldest and first protocol that help to increase the lifespan of the network.  We can use AI techniques 
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such as genetic Algorithm, Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network. if we use Leach with fuzzy logic then it increase 

the energy of nodes. Apart from communication rules, other factors such as network architecture, 

management of topology can also affect energy consumption. In this section, we discuss the network 

architectures possible for wireless communication and briefly review the energy-efficient approaches used 

under the most promising network structure.   

 

 

 

 

Network structure 
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Figure 1 

 

Designing issue 

There are some issues while designing of this Network. these issues are heterogeneity, distributed process of 

nodes, low bandwidth, large scalability, real time consumption. Heterogeneity of nodes means that it is typical 

to connect with various type of nodes. Distributed processing means the algorithm need to be centralised as 

the process is carried on different node. Low bandwidth means the data must be transfer the sensor nodes 

efficiently. 

 

Operation challenge 

There are various challenges in this type of network. challenges such as Energy efficiency, limited storage, 

low bandwidth , callability, nodes failure. Energy efficiency is the main issue that crates lots of hazards during 

transmission. Energy efficiency is usually defined as the number of bits that can be sense over a unit of power 

consumption which is usually quantified by bit per joule. The determining factor of energy efficiency for 

device is the power must be need to transmit data. Why energy efficiency; difficult to replacing the battery; 

lack of centralised; limited resources; selection of transmission power. 

We can be save the energy at different levels such as :- at mac protocol level; at network level; at software 

level. As we consider at network level, we can use several routing protocol to control or save the energy of 

sensor nodes in the network. 

User 

Internet 

BS 
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Clustering 

Clustering play an important role in WSN clustering approach to use on resolving the issue like energy 

consumption or power limited resource. It play to increase or improve the lifetime of WSN. Methods of 

clustering; (1) fuzzy logic based cluster head selection. (2) hierarchal clustering. (3) estimated energy. (4) 

energy efficient for sensor nodes.    

Clustering is used to collection the node in  single set. It provide the cluster head and there cluster head transmit 

the data to sink or base station. The main choice for clustering is the stability  ty of performance in between 

network. it help to  ensure reliability and avoid single point failure issue. The cluster can be help to reschedule 

for WSN to reduce power consumption  it also help to maintain the stability of node in network. 

Clustering is also help to choose the one node in the clustering wich is known as cluster head CH. CH help to 

monitor and possess the data flow across all node in the cluster , which leads to energy is consumed less.  

 

Routing protocols for energy efficiency 

Routing protocol is the technique which help us to save energy  and some other factors also , such as; node 

deployment; Data designing, transmission, quality of service and connectivity. 

Routing protocols depends on 3 factor; location based, data centric and hierarchical based approach. 

 

ROUTING PROTCOLS 
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Figure 2 

 

Working of protocols 

There are several protocols that work to save the energy of sensor nodes that based on three condition such as; 

location based, data centric and hierarchal based approach. Location based means nodes are manage by 

location. It is used to save energy it is used as nodes are not in activity then nodes will sleep, energy can be 

obtained by having as many sleeping nodes in network as possible. Data centric means that data is used by 

attribute value pairs. It is end-to- end delivery service. Hierarchal approach means higher sensing node that 
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have high energy that can be used to process and  send the information while low energy node can be perform 

the sensing of the target. It is based on 2 level; clustering based and routing based. 

Leach stands for Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchal Protocol. It is 2- tie hierarchal clustering 

architecture. It is distributed algorithm to organise the sensor nodes into cluster. It make cluster head (CH) 

create TDMA and CDMA schedule. It is energy effienency data fusion. Each node transmit data into its lots. 

Every node sends the data to cluster head ,  then cluster had send the data to BS. Leach perform classical 

clustering algorithm by using cluster and rotating CH , tat allow energy requirement is distributed among the 

Network. Sensor node select themselves to be cluster head. Each node join a CH that required minimise 

energy. In order to balance, the energy consumption , the CH are not ixed rather than position is self elected 

at different time. Once all nodes are organised into clusters , each cluster head create a transmission schedule 

for node is cluster. It has periodic process. It is based on two phases; setup phase and steady phase. 
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Figure 3 

 

It increases the life of network span. Distribution of energy is easily. the energy saving done to aggression by 

CHs. There are some disadvantages also ; it assume all node can transmit power to BS. It work on CDMA and 

TDMA. It works on single loop. 

Pegasis stands for “Power efficient gathering in sensor Information Network”.                                                                      

It is improved protocol where only one node is chosen as head node, which send the fused data to the BS per 

rounds. There are some factors of pegasis; it is near optimal chain  based protocols. It is improved over leach 

protocol. Each node communicates only with a close neighbour and take turn transmission to BS. Pegasis 

perform better than Leach. 

In sensor network, data fusion help to reduce the amount of data transmitted between node to BS. Data fusion 

combine one or more data packet from different sensor to produce single packet. The node will receive from  

and transmit to each other in network gather data transfer from node to node in the network. the pegasis 

protocols achieved 50% to 100% improvement when 1%, 20%, 50% and 100% of node die compared to leach 

protocol. 
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Figure 4 

 

There are steps in Pegasis protocol; 1) chain construction- for chain , we need to transmit the data from farthest 

node. 2) Gathering data;  all sensor node send  randomly data to BS. Leader node will selected when node is 

die, then chain reconstructed to dead node. HN receive all the fused data and send to the BS. It is chain like 

structure of nodes. The transmission is take place through one to through one to another node. This was done 

by the help of one node which can designated to send data to BS. the leader node can be changed during  

transmission.  The BS determine weather it is chain formation by using greedy algorithm. It required globasl 

knowledge. There are some advantage of this  protocol; less number of transmission , so less loss of energy 

ny another node. There are some drawbacks ; (1) when head node is selected its energy level is considered. 

(2) there is only one head node, there might be bottle neck issue. 

GEAR stands for Geographical And Energy Aware Routing. Routers packet towards a target region. Diffusion 

of data between nodes take place within region. It is strategy attempt to balanced network consumption and 

therefore it increase the lifetime of network. it performed better than connected after initial phase. 

GPSR stands for  General Packet Radio Services. it proposes the aggression use of geographical to chieved 

stability. It approaches to reduce number of states a node showed keep. It follows the parameter of the planar 

graph. Algorithm of GPSR is greedy forwarding and perimeter forwarding. 

Teen protocols means threshold sensitive efficient sensor network. Teen protocol is the reactive clustering 

routing protocol, which is improved by leach. The CH collected head (CH) of each cluster data collected by 

its member in its cluster. CHs fuse and process data and send data to the BS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 
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AI Techniques 

It is technology which enable to maintain machine to simulate human behaviour. It help to work smart work 

like computer that solve complex problems and issues. Machine is subset of AI which allow machine to 

automatically learn from part without programming. Deep learning is subset of ML in AI than network capable 

of learning unsuspended data from raw data. It is branch of computer science which deal with intelligence of 

machine where an intelligent agent is a system that take action which maximise of success. Centre knowledge 

o AI; reasoning, knowledge, planning and learning. AI techniques means in this we can used several AI 

techniques such as Fuzzy logic, genetic Algorithm and Neural Network. we used fuzzy logic because its major 

factor the energy consumption inn WSN. Its data collection mechanism. Fuzzy logic is wisely used to combine 

important parameter like residual energy, node centrality and distance to BS. For electing best suitable node 

as CH and increase the life of network. network.  

Fuzzy logic system is a control system. This system analysis analog input value. In the term of logic variable 

that take continuous value between  network. it control to classical or digital logic. Fuzzy logic is widely used 

in machine control. The term “fuzzy” refers to the fact the logic involved can deal with concept that control 

between expressed in form of True or false but rather as partially true. 

 

Working and Result 

 There is network of 100*100 nodes. 

 The node distribution I uniform all over area. 

 In early stage ,  the node is sending HELLO message to all the nodes in the Network. 

 Then cluster sized is depend on the deployed nodes. 

 Then the modes die, so there is re-clustering is done during which the number of cluster might merged 

to create more cluster. 

 The consumption of energy for sending a bit data is proportional to the square of distance d between 

the nodes.  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Conclusion 

As we know that , energy efficiency is the main issue in wireless network. So we used several routing protocols 

to save the energy of sensor node. Leach is the oldest protocol that help to save the span of network, but after 

that we used another protocols to save the energy of nodes.  Leach is first to save energy of node then we used 

pegasis and teen protocols that also used to increase the span of network. 

Future work 

In future, we can also used pegasis and teen protocols with AI techniques. Might they give best or some 

improve result then leach -FL to increase or save the energy of sensor nodes of Wireless senor Network. 
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